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Pop Up Halloween Card
Using copyrighted Stampin Up materials

Card Stock
Color High Wide
1 Pumpkin Pie 5-3/8” x 3-5/8”
2 Perfect Plum* 11” x 4-1/4”
3 Old Olive 3” x 2-1/8”
4 Basic Black 2-7/8” x 3-3/8”
5 Confetti White 2-1/2” x 3”
6 " " 5-1/8” x 3-1/4”
7 " " 2-7/8” x 2”

Markers
To match Colors #1, 2, and 3
Summer Sun

Paper
Ghostly Greetings 2-3/4” x 3-1/4”

Stamp Pads
Basic Black (or Stazon Black)

Stampin Up Stamp Set
Haunting Halloween

Ribbon
Elegant Eggplant 1/4" Grosgrain

Brad
Small black brad (from Vintage Brads)

Equipment
1/8” circle punch
1-3/8” circle punch
ruler
Sticky Strip (heavy duty adhesive)
Glue stick or mono tape

a. Stamp the Confetti White paper as follows (use stamp pad or marker as you prefer:

 Stamp #5 with the Cat and “Witching You…” stamps. (Long side of CS on top)
 Stamp #6 with just the hanging spider from “…a haunting Halloween!” (Short

side on top) This stamp should be at the absolute top of the card, and in the
exact center (left to right). I marked the spot at the top of the card with a light
pencil mark.

 Stamp #6 with the Cauldron stamp just below the spider, centered from left to
right (Short side on top)

 Stamp #7 with the full “…a
haunting Halloween!”, very close to
the top of the card. (Short side on
top)

b. Color in the Cat and Cauldron stamps
as much or as little as you wish.

c. Assemble the stamped images and
card/paper as follows”

(i) tape/glue #5 (card with cat) onto
Halloween paper; tape this set onto
#4 (black)
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(ii) tape/glue #6 onto #1. Using 1/8” punch, punch a hole at the top of the this set at
the point where the spider is hanging. Fold the ribbon in half. Using the black
brad, push the brad through the ribbon and then through the punched hole.
Finish by folding the brad points down.

(iii) tape/glue #7 onto #3
(iv)apply Sticky Strip to the bottom back of (iii) and adhere (iii) to (ii) at the bottom,

centered left to right
d. Assembling the card.

 Fold Card stock #2 in half so that you have a 5-1/2” x 4-1/4” card, folded on a short
edge. The open short edge is the top of the card.

 Using the circle punch, punch a half circle through both thicknesses on the open
short edge, with the punch centered left to right.

 Background stamp the star stamp all over the front of the card.
 With the card opened out, turn over to work on the inside. On the back of the front

of the card, measure up 2-3/8” up from the fold and mark with a pencil (this will not
show at all, so don’t be bashful with the marking). Draw a 3” line parallel to the fold
at the 2-3/8” mark, measure to make sure that the line is centered left to right. Cut
on this line using a knife or scissors.

 Position the grouping from (iv) inside the card, slipping the front group (iii—with “…a
haunting Halloween” on it)) through the slit so that it is on the front of the card.

 Adhere the front to the back of the card on the sides only using mono tape or Stick
Strip. If you use mono tape, it’s still a good idea to use Sticky Strip on the top 1” of
either side for better staying power.

 Before doing this last step, pull the pop up pieces up. Using Sticky Strip and ONLY
ON THE SIDES, adhere (i) to the front of the card, about 7/8” up from the bottom
and centered left to right on the card, making sure that the spider hanging from the
“…a haunting Halloween” shows just above (i)


